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READY?

It is with great personal satisfaction that
I present to you the 2014 edition of the
Compressport Catalogue
Every day, more and more people join
the Compressport family.
More... More Professional athletes,
more age group athletes, more partner
events, more distributors & resellers
which leads to an even wider World
presence.
More... More countries, more great
great products, more friends all over

the world and of course more victories
in races every week-end.
Compressport has multiplied its size by
5 over the last 2 years, and our numbers of countries by 7. We are proud to
say that Compressport is now available
in 70 countries.
We thrive on athletes’ performance and
recovery. Our goal remains the same:
to develop cutting edge technology in
all our products to remain the leader in
sports compression apparel.

I hope you will enjoy this catalogue and
all the new products that will come out
in 2014.
I thank you once again for your trust
and passion in Compressport and I wish
you all the best for your 2014 season!

Cheers,

Jordi Solé

JORDI SOLÉ
CEO, COMPRESSPORT INTERNATIONAL
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spirit

COMMITTING YOUR LIFE TO SPORT
TO BECOME WORLD CHAMPION
Chance or luck do not play a role when one trains,
fights and lives to become World Champion.
Avoiding injury, reducing recovery time between training sessions, pushing your body to the limits.
Using Compressport is the choice of
all those great champions and
we are very honored and proud of it.
Thanks to you,
Compressport totalized
the greatest number
of victories in 2013.
Thank you for trusting us
and here’s looking at
a great year ahead!
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spirit

More than 155.000
pictures of you

Wherever you race,
we will support you.
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This is the work
charter that we follow
at Compressport.
Starting from a need or a feeling,
we create a product.

spirit

True story
for true
products
For example, here is
how we developed the
new OnOff Ventil’action
concept.
Desired effect:
Give the athlete optimal
oxygenation when climbing.
Give the athlete optimal
protection when descending.

The logic of shapes,
the materials to be used,
the results we want are
clear and precise...

From this idea, the new OnOff
Ventil-action fiber came about!

we’re starting out with the
first prototypes.

Action OFF: thousands of alveoli close
when your heart rate goes back down.

1 or 2 years may be required to develop
the perfect product. We make changes
and adjust the details up to the last minute.
Everything needs to be perfect.

Action ON: helps open thousands of
alveoli to increase breathing during a
workout

Result No. 1: you are protected against
the cold and outside elements.
Result No. 2: you are protected against
muscular oscillation, which consumes
energy.

Every product has
a real story. Every product
is created for athletes
by athletes.
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spirit

Medical
approved
“What is a weed?

A plant whose virtues have not yet been discovered.” (R. W. Emerson).
Scientifically proving the effectiveness of a
product is giving a rational explanation to an
abstract feeling.

A number of leading scientists have been
educated and trainerd at the University of
Besançon.

I feel stronger, I feel less pain, I push my limits... YES but why and how?

Lactate, blood flow, ventilation, muscular
vibrations, oxygenation, etc. are several of
dozens of criteria that can be objectivised
under racing conditions.

The Compressport scientific team, led by Dr
A. Menetrier seeks to explain the unexplainable every day.
Our permanent offices at the University of
Besançon give us direct access to the EPSI
platform.
The EPSI platform is recognised in Europe as
one of the most experienced sites in sport.

Compressport contributes to the progress
of science. Science drives Compressport
forward.
Many scientific studies have already been
published in reference journals, such as:
J Sports Med Phys Fitness
Kinésithérapie la revue
J Sci Cycling
We are at your complete disposal to communicate or to discuss our latest discoveries.
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ARMSLEEVE
WATCHSPACE
ARMFORCE
COMPRESSION

PRORACING
TRIATHLON
SHIRT
RACING
TRAIL RUNNING
SHIRT

Increase your performance during the effort, your ability to
recover, protect yourself from injury and improve your comfort.

1LAYER
ON/OFF
VENTIL’ACTION

Compressport has been innovating for five
years by bringing together physicians, specialists, athletes, amateurs and professionals,
in order to offer you the most sophisticated
and high-performance compression products.

FORQUAD
PRORACING
TRIATHLON SHORT
RACING TRAIL
RUNNING SHORT
MULTISPORT
UNDERWEAR

This year we won a boatload of medals at different international competitions.

F-LIKE
FULL LEG

We would like to thank all of these great
champions who trust us every day.

UNDERWEAR
TRAIL RUNNING
SYLVAIN LAUR

R2 RACE&

FULLSOCKS
3D.DOT V2

RECOVERY

spirit

PRORACING
ARMSLEEVE

Your
performance
solutions

FOUNDER OF COMPRESSPORT &
HEAD OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

All of our products are manufactured in
Europe and comply with a double guarantee:
“30 days, satisfaction or your money back”
and “2 years manufacturer’s guarantee”.
We are at your side every day thanks to social
media, to interact and support you.
Where you race, we will support you.
Have a good race with Compressport.

In 2014, Compressport remains faithful to
multi-gradual compression and enriching its
products with new, lighter, more comfortable
and higher-performance fibres.

UR2 ULTRA
RACE&RECOVERY
US ULTRA
SILICON

PRORACING
SOCKS 3D.DOT
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product lines

Performance
Calves
R2 collection
Since 2008...
Number 1 in over 70 countries,
thanks to you.
Born in 2008 during the Ironman Triathlon in
Nice, France, the R2 has currently conquered
the legs of all the best trail runners, runners
and triathletes all over the world over, including Belgian Frederik Van Lierde, Australian
Melissa Hauschildt, Swiss Caroline Steffen,
the French swimming team, etc.
We dedicate the R2’s success to you who
have trusted Compressport through the R2
right from the beginning.
In 2014, we remain faithful to our principles in
manufacturing the lightest, most comfortable
and most thermo-regulating R2.
Discover the complete R2, UR2 and US
range, as well as the new ProRacing model,
the pros’ model. New colours, new fibres,
new quality details.
All our sleeves are guaranteed against all
defects for two years.
Have a good run.
FREDERIK VAN LIERDE
IRONMAN WORLD CHAMPION 2013
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R2 CLASSIC the world’s No. 1

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

calves

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption
on muscles, veins and joints increases
resistance to effort.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction in
lactic acid during effort.

product lines

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

world champion
PRoduct
height

largest
part

T1

25-35

30-34

T2

30-40

34-38

T3

30-40

38-42

T4

40-45

42-46

size
(cm)
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R2 Colors

product lines

calves
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proracing

PRO RACING R2 100% made in Switzerland

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption
on muscles, veins and joints increases
resistance to effort.
ERAMICS

INCREASE
STABILITY

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

ERAMICS
Techno FIBER

Techno FIBER

INCREASE
ENERGY

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

calves

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction in
lactic acid during effort.

product lines

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

ERAMICSTECHNOFIBER
Increase energy
Increase stability
Increase blood circulation
Acid lactic stopper
Scientificaly approved

INCREASE
BLOOD
CIRCULATION
acidlactic
stopper
SCIENTIFICALLY
APPROVED

height

largest
part

T1

25-35

30-34

T2

30-40

34-38

T3

30-40

38-42

T4

40-45

42-46

size
(cm)

25

proracing

PRO RACING R2 Colors

product lines
calves
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UR2 Six micro-encapsulated organic essential oils

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction in
lactic acid during effort.

calves

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

product lines

INTELLIGENTTEXTILE
UR2 are the first to boast the new “microencapsulated textile” techonolgy. Millions
of micro-capsules of ORGANIC essential
oils are embedded in the textile constanly
releasing their active ingredients onto
your legs. The gradual compression associated with the encapsulated essential
oils is the new winning dual action to ensure well being to yor legs!

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption
on muscles, veins and joints increases
resistance to effort.

height

largest
part

T1

25-35

30-34

T2

30-40

34-38

T3

30-40

38-42

T4

40-45

42-46

size
(cm)
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UR2 Colors

product lines

calves
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US 220 soft and absorbing silicon dots

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction in
lactic acid during effort.

calves

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

product lines

SILICONABSORBER
US is the latest in COMPRESSPORT
range. With its 220 soft silicon spikes
witch fully surround the ankle over a
height of 7 cm, US optimises shock
absorption and guarantees ideal support
to the Achilles tendon throughout
strenuous effort (helping absorb
pain and tendon problems).
The COMPRESSPORT US is a major
leap forward in the compression world.

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption
on muscles, veins and joints increases
resistance to effort.

height

largest
part

T1

25-35

30-34

T2

30-40

34-38

T3

30-40

38-42

T4

40-45

42-46

size
(cm)
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US Colors

product lines

calves
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product lines

Performance
Quads
Absorption,
protection,
recovery
It’s a real technological feat to manufacture a Quad
Sleeve on a seamless medical graded machine.
The ForQuad is a must-have product from the
Compressport brand: a true racing or competition
partner for runners, rugby players or cyclists.
The ForQuad gives you a feeling of strength,
power and safety for muscles and tendons.
There are many professional athletes who have
been using the ForQuad for several years:
Exceptional ultra-trail runner Sébastien Chaigneu,
who came 2nd at the UTMB and the winner &
record holder of the mythical Hardrock 100 in the
US, Swiss triathlete Mike Aigroz, Australian Jason
Shortis, as well as many legendary rugby players.
Typically used to increase performance,
the ForQuad is also widely used to encase a
leg weakened by injury.
Two specific models are available: the ForQuad
multisport and the ForQuad trail running.
Guaranteed efficiency.

FERNANDA MACIEL
EVEREST TRAIL RACE 2013 CHAMPION
RED BULL KIRIMBAWA 2013 CHAMPION
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4QUAD MULTISPORT High-performance ultra-compression

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption
on muscles, veins and joints increases
resistance to effort.

QUADS

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction in
lactic acid during effort.

product lines

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

size
(cm)

BASE
TOP
OF QUAD OF QUAD

T1

33-39

47-57

T2

36-42

52-62

T3

39-45

57-67

T4

42-46

62-72

39

4QUAD Colors

product lines

QUADS
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4QUAD TRAIL “Power Climb” grip, precious support

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption
on muscles, veins and joints increases
resistance to effort.

ERGOFIT
The body of your ProRacing TRIATHLON
SHIRT is knitted to fit every curve of your
body perfectly, maximising its efficiency
and comfort (no chafing).

size
(cm)

BASE
TOP
OF QUAD OF QUAD

T1

33-39

47-57

T2

36-42

52-62

T3

39-45

57-67

T4

42-46

62-72

COMPRESSION
The COMPRESSPORT fibre is
exclusively woven on medical
compression machines allowing for
millimetre-precision compression
graduation in targeted muscle areas.
It enables the activation of blood
flow, elimination of toxins, good knee
alignment, shock absorption and
reduces muscle vibrations.

HYDROPHOBE
The water-repellent fibre wicks
moisture away and evacuates sweat
without absorbing it, even when
excessive. No more uncomfortable
heavy, damp clothing that irritates and
doesn’t dry.

FIBERPROTECTION
A band of micro fibre protects the
sensitive skin around the inner thigh.

SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre
body of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100%
seamless, lightweight and very soft.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction
in lactic acid during effort.

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

QUADS

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

THERMOREGULATION
The exclusive COMPRESSPORT® Fibre
has a massaging effect on the skin that
invigorates and provides great comfort.
Its new tubular weave (micro-tubes)
allows for improved air circulation,
boosting thermo-regulation.

product lines

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens
the “shock wave” effect on muscles,
veins and joints.

POWERCLIMB SILICONGRIP
Thanks to the silicone printing you can
plant your hands on your thighs
without slipping. Ideal for climbs,
particularly during exercise repetitions.

REFLECTIVE LOGO
The reflective logos enable you to train
at night and in low light areas making
you visible to dangers of other runners
& traffic.

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT
probably remains the most
lightweight (does not retain water).
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4QUAD TRAIL Colors

product lines
QUADS
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product lines

Performance
Full legs
An essential item for pros on
the Tour de France...
How many professionals use the Full Leg Compressport? How many professional teams recover
with the Full Leg after a stage on the Tour de
France? After an Ironman? An Ultra trail?
The Full Leg is the essential compression garment
for all sporting professionals.
Help in recovery is felt immediately, compression
over the entire leg provides nearly instant pain
relief. The Full Leg is actively involved in draining
toxins and restricting inflammation and swelling.
The lightness of the fibre and thermo-regulation
allows you to wear the Full Leg during the summer
or winter, with shorts or as underwear.
Being almost indestructible, the Full Leg will be
your sporting partner for many years.
With European manufacturing following medical
protocols, we guarantee you’ll get an exclusive
product.
We guarantee manufacturing quality for two years.
MARC ROIG
3rd male spanish
marathon rank
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FULL LEG Recovery pro attitude.

HIGHPRECISIONTECHNOLOGY
Special circular weave ensuring excellent
pressure distributionover every cm2 of the leg.

RUNNING
R2 + FORQUAD efficiency + optimisation
of the position of the knees when track,
road or trail running.
FULLLEG is also the ideal heat regulator
between seasons.

CYCLING
More force, more resistance during effort
and outstanding during recovery, fullleg
by compressport is a must-have for road
and mountain bike cyclist.

T1

T1+

T2

T2+

T3

T3+

T4

T4+

BASE
OF LEG

30-34

30-34

34-38

34-38

38-42

38-42

42-46

42-46

MIDLE
OF LEG

33-39

36-42

36-42

39-45

39-45

42-48

42-48

45-52

TOP
OF LEG

47-57

52-62

52-62

57-67

57-67

62-72

62-72

67-77

size (cm)

PAINKILLING
Ideal for eliminating muscle and joint
pain.

FULL LEG

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

product lines

ULTRACONFORT
Woven fibres renowned for their softness
and comfort.

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

EVACUACTION
Optimum inside and out heat exchange
with optimised perspiration evacuation.

AEROKNITTING
Optimum inside and out heat exchange
with optimised perspiration evacuation.
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FULL LEG Colors

product lines
FULL LEG

JÈSSICA VALL
FINA Swimming World Championships Barcelona - Semi Finalist
Mediterranean Games 200m Breastroke - Gold Medal
200m Breastroke - Spanish National Champion 2013
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product lines

Performance
ArmSleeve
The Compressport Arm Sleeve range is divided
into two lines: the Armforce line and the
ProRacing Arm Sleeve line.
The Armforce line is a simple and effective
sleeve manufactured on a seamless
compressions sleeves/socks machine.
Its quality makes it a very nice product to use in
the off season or at high altitudes. Its ventilation
mesh provides excellent thermo-regulation.
The ProRacing Arm Sleeve is the sleeve model
used by the best professionals.
It is manufactured on the same machines
used for the famous R2 calf sleeves. It is ultrabody-forming, thermo-regulating, UV-protective,
shock-absorbing and prevents muscular
oscillation.

NÚRIA PICAS
SKYRUNNING ULTRA WORLD CHAMPION 2012
2ND ULTRA TRAIL DU MONT-BLANC 2013

Ideal during the effort or for active recovery,
the ProRacing Arm Sleeve is ideal for driving
away tendon weaknesses in swimmers,
cross-country skiers or for people who practise
any sport with heavy arm involvement.
Your ArmForce and ProRacing Arm sleeves are
guaranteed against all defects for two years.
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PRO RACING ARM SLEEVE UltraLight, 7 settings, 23 grammes, unique...

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

DUALACTIVECOMPRESSION
The progressive compression acts on both
muscular zones of your arm. Improved
venous return and shock absorption is
guaranteed along the entire arm length.

PERFORMANCE
During exercise, the stimulation of blood
flow increases oxygenation to the muscles.
Your arms feel lighter and less strained.

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

THERMOREGULATION
The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing maximum breathability for your skin. The activation of microcirculation assists and supports
the skin’s thermo-regulating mechanism,
therefore allowing you to save energy.

ARM SLEEVE

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

MORPHOFIT
100% seamless, your Proracing
Armsleeves are knitted to fit every curve
of your arms perfectly, maximising their
efficiency and comfort (no chafing).

product lines

MULTISPORT
Your Proracing Armsleeves are ideal for
Running, Trail Running, Cycling, MTB. Use
them for your recovery after swimming, a
gym session or everyday as an effective
UV protection garment.

ANTIBACTERIAL
100% hygienic. The SANITIZED®
treatment helps to prevent the growth of
bacteria and naturally fights odours.

COLDBLACK® - UV Protect
The COLDBLACK® treatment reduces
heat build-up: the textile stays cool to
the touch; the wearer perspires less,
feels better and is capable of greater
performance. It also provides reliable
protection from UV rays and guarantees
a minimum UPF 30 protection.

FOREARM INCHES (circunference)

9”

10”

11”

34
31

13,5”
12”

3

28

11”

2

25
22

12”

4

10”

1
19

22

25

28

FOREARM CM (circunference)

31

9”

BICEPS INCHES (circunference)

BICEPS CM (circunference)

8”
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PRO RACING ARM SLEEVE Colors

product lines
ARM SLEEVE
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PRO RACING WATCH SPACE Top Performance + watchSpace

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

MASSAGING EFFECTFIBRE
Every movement triggers a
micromassage providing well being
and lightness. Patented fibre.

THERMOREGULATION
The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing maximum breathability for your skin. The activation of microcirculation assists and supports
the skin’s thermo-regulating mechanism,
therefore allowing you to save energy.

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

MORPHOFIT
100% seamless, your Proracing
Armsleeves are knitted to fit every curve
of your arms perfectly, maximising their
efficiency and comfort (no chafing).

FOREARM INCHES (circunference)

9”

10”

11”

34

12”
11”

2

25
22

13,5”

3

28

10”

1
19

22

25

28

FOREARM CM (circunference)

COLDBLACK® - UV Protect
The COLDBLACK® treatment reduces
heat build-up: the textile stays cool to
the touch; the wearer perspires less,
feels better and is capable of greater
performance. It also provides reliable
protection from UV rays and guarantees
a minimum UPF 30 protection.

WATCHSPACE
Thanks to its clever design, the Watch
Space arm sleeve allows you to check
your watch easily and safely. You no
longer need to lift the cuff to check the
time, control your speed and monitor
your progress.

12”

4

31

ANTIBACTERIAL
100% hygienic. The SANITIZED®
treatment helps to prevent the growth of
bacteria and naturally fights odours.

31

9”

BICEPS INCHES (circunference)

BICEPS CM (circunference)

8”

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

PERFORMANCE
During exercise, the stimulation of blood
flow increases oxygenation to the muscles.
Your arms feel lighter and less strained.

ARM SLEEVE

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

DUALACTIVECOMPRESSION
The progressive compression acts
on both muscular zones of your arm.
Improved venous return and shock
absorption is guaranteed along the
entire arm length.

product lines

MULTISPORT
Your Proracing Armsleeves are ideal for
Running, Trail Running, Cycling, MTB. Use
them for your recovery after swimming, a
gym session or everyday as an effective
UV protection garment.
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PRO RACING WATCHSPACE Colors

product lines
ARM SLEEVE
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ARMFORCE Comfort, Seamless and Fun

ULTRARESIST
In normal use COMPRESSPORT is tear
proof.

MORPHOFIT
100% seamless, your Proracing
Armsleeves are knitted to fit every curve
of your arms perfectly, maximising their
efficiency and comfort (no chafing).

DUALACTIVECOMPRESSION
The progressive compression acts on both
muscular zones of your arm. Improved
venous return and shock absorption is
guaranteed along the entire arm length.
FOREARM INCHES (circunference)

9”

10”

11”

31

13,5”
12”

3

28

11”

2

25
22

12”

4

10”

1
19

22

25

28

FOREARM CM (circunference)

31

9”

BICEPS INCHES (circunference)

BICEPS CM (circunference)

8”
34

AEROKNITTING
Optimum inside and out heat exchange
with optimised perspiration evacuation.

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return preventing
blood from stagnating in calves, ischia
and quadriceps therefore making your
legs feel ultra light.

ARM SLEEVE

ULTRALIGHT
Wet or dry, COMPRESSPORT probably
remains the most lightweight (does not
retain water).

THERMOREGULATION
The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing maximum breathability for your skin. The activation of microcirculation assists and supports
the skin’s thermo-regulating mechanism,
therefore allowing you to save energy.

product lines

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

PERFORMANCE
During exercise, the stimulation of blood
flow increases oxygenation to the muscles.
Your arms feel lighter and less strained.

ANTIBACTERIAL
100% hygienic. The SANITIZED®
treatment helps to prevent the growth of
bacteria and naturally fights odours.

GRIP3D.DOT
The 3D.DOTS are multidirectional and
ensure maximum grip in shoes thereby
preventing feet from slipping during
effort.
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ARMFORCE Colors

product lines

ARMSLEEVE
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product lines

Performance
Pro Racing
Socks
A revolution in sport socks
Triathlon legend Craig Alexander is crazy about
them and cyclist Purito says the PRS UltraMesh
is the best sock in the world.
The PRS V2 (version 2) is not just a sock, it’s a
concentration of innovations in only 13 grams.
Four great exclusive Compressport innovations
make up the unique quality of these high-performance socks. Dots allow it to absorb shocks
and they don’t hold water or heat. Air circulates
between the dots, guaranteeing the greatest
and most optimised ventilation of feet during
effort.
Arch support provides essential posture
support during long effort, thus preventing the
degradation of movements. Arch support also
helps to activate blood flow through the plantar
arch, providing lighter and higher-performing
legs, longer.
The PRS V2 line is a huge success and is
presented in a wide range of colours.
SEBASTIEN CHAIGNEAU
HARDROCK 100 CHAMPION
TRANSGRANCANARIA CHAMPION

Your PRS V2 are guaranteed against all defects
for two years.
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PRO RACING SOCKS
ANATOMICALLYCORRECT
Specially designed for right and left foot
in order to adhere to the anatomy of the
foot and maintain your performances.

THERMOAERATION
Air enters the 3D.DOTS which prevents
the sole of the foot from overheating
during effort.

ARCHSTIM
Located in the arch of the foot, it also
provides for venous return and recovery.

ULTRA-VENTILATION MESH
New mesh areas have been added
around the ankle, the top of the foot
and the toe box to give an even greater
feeling of lightness and comfort. These
ventilation zones make the socks more
breathable, by removing humidity and
moisture quicker. The foot will not
overheat and thus prevent blisters.

ACUPRESSURE
“The massaging acupressure” is
designed to activate blood circulation by
multipoint massaging of the sole area.

GRIP3D.DOT
The 3D.DOTS are multidirectional and
ensure maximum grip in shoes thereby
preventing feet from slipping during
effort.

UK
EUROPE WOMEN

UK
MEN

US
WOMEN

US
MEN

3-4

5-6

3,5-4,5

TOTALWATEREXTRACT
The 3-D dots do not retain water (rain,
hydration, perspiration) and facilitate its
discharge. Feet stay dry.

ERGOFITTECHNOLOGY
The toe piece contours and covers the
toes without creasing, compressing or
smothering the foot.

PRS

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

product lines

PROTECTION ACHILLES TENDON
The cushioning effect of the 3D.DOTS at
the rear of the sock protect the Achilles
tendon from friction and pressure.

1 HEMLESS LAYER
Seamless and without elastic, the upper
part of the sock does not compress the leg,
thus relieving the pressure in that area.

size
T1

34-36

2,5-3,5

T2

37-39

4-6

T3

40-42

6,5-7,5

4,5-6,5 6,5-8,5

5-7

7-8

9-10

7,5-8,5

10,5-13

9-11,5

T4

42-45

8-10,5

8,5-11

T5

3,5-4,5

11,5-13

12-13,5 14,5-15,5 12,5-14
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ProRacingSocks RUN High CUT
product lines
PRS
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ProRacingSocks RUN Low CUT
product lines
PRS
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ProRacingSocks Fluo
product lines
PRS
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ProRacingSocks TRAIL Double protection
ANATOMICALLYCORRECT
Specially designed for right and left foot
in order to adhere to the anatomy of the
foot and maintain your performances.

THERMOAERATION
Air enters the 3D.DOTS which prevents
the sole of the foot from overheating
during effort.

ARCHSTIM
Located in the arch of the foot, it also
provides for venous return and recovery.

ULTRA-VENTILATION MESH
New mesh areas have been added
around the ankle, the top of the foot
and the toe box to give an even greater
feeling of lightness and comfort. These
ventilation zones make the socks more
breathable, by removing humidity and
moisture quicker. The foot will not
overheat and thus prevent blisters.

ACUPRESSURE
“The massaging acupressure” is
designed to activate blood circulation by
multipoint massaging of the sole area.

GRIP3D.DOT
The 3D.DOTS are multidirectional and
ensure maximum grip in shoes thereby
preventing feet from slipping during
effort.

UK
EUROPE WOMEN

UK
MEN

US
WOMEN

US
MEN

3-4

5-6

3,5-4,5

TOTALWATEREXTRACY
The 3-D dots do not retain water (rain,
hydration, perspiration) and facilitate its
discharge. Feet stay dry.

SHOCKPROTECTION
The toe piece contours and covers the
toes without creasing, compressing or
smothering the foot.

PRS

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

product lines

PROTECTION ACHILLES TENDON
The cushioning effect of the 3D.DOTS at
the rear of the sock protect the Achilles
tendon from friction and pressure.

1 HEMLESS LAYER
Seamless and without elastic, the upper
part of the sock does not compress the leg,
thus relieving the pressure in that area.

size
T1

34-36

2,5-3,5

T2

37-39

4-6

T3

40-42

6,5-7,5

4,5-6,5 6,5-8,5

5-7

7-8

9-10

7,5-8,5

10,5-13

9-11,5

T4

42-45

8-10,5

8,5-11

T5

3,5-4,5

11,5-13

12-13,5 14,5-15,5 12,5-14
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ProRacingSocks TRAIL Colors
product lines
PRS
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ProRacingSocks BIKE UltraHigh CUT
ANATOMICALLYCORRECT
Specially designed for right and left foot
in order to adhere to the anatomy of the
foot and maintain your performances.

THERMOAERATION
Air enters the 3D.DOTS which prevents
the sole of the foot from overheating
during effort.

ARCHSTIM
Located in the arch of the foot, it also
provides for venous return and recovery.

ULTRA-VENTILATION MESH
New mesh areas have been added
around the ankle, the top of the foot
and the toe box to give an even greater
feeling of lightness and comfort. These
ventilation zones make the socks more
breathable, by removing humidity and
moisture quicker. The foot will not
overheat and thus prevent blisters.

ACUPRESSURE
“The massaging acupressure” is
designed to activate blood circulation by
multipoint massaging of the sole area.

GRIP3D.DOT
The 3D.DOTS are multidirectional and
ensure maximum grip in shoes thereby
preventing feet from slipping during
effort.

UK
EUROPE WOMEN

UK
MEN

US
WOMEN

US
MEN

3-4

5-6

3,5-4,5

TOTALWATEREXTRACY
The 3-D dots do not retain water (rain,
hydration, perspiration) and facilitate its
discharge. Feet stay dry.

SHOCKPROTECTION
The toe piece contours and covers the
toes without creasing, compressing or
smothering the foot.

PRS

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

product lines

PROTECTION ACHILLES TENDON
The cushioning effect of the 3D.DOTS at
the rear of the sock protect the Achilles
tendon from friction and pressure.

1 HEMLESS LAYER
Seamless and without elastic, the upper
part of the sock does not compress the leg,
thus relieving the pressure in that area.

size
T1

34-36

2,5-3,5

T2

37-39

4-6

T3

40-42

6,5-7,5

4,5-6,5 6,5-8,5

5-7

7-8

9-10

7,5-8,5

10,5-13

9-11,5

T4

42-45

8-10,5

8,5-11

T5

3,5-4,5

11,5-13

12-13,5 14,5-15,5 12,5-14
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ProRacingSocks BIKE Colors
product lines
PRS
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93

product lines

Performance
Fullsocks
Twice as efficient
The new FS3D V2 combines everything
Compressport has invented over the last five
years in a single sock.
Multi-gradual compression, perfectly adapted
to effort and recovery.
Ultra-mesh ventilation covering the entire tibia
and calf. Protection of the medial malleolus and
the Achilles tendon through the dots effect.
Arch support for the soles of your feet, which
acts by further increasing venous return.
The creation of a “unique feature”,
the One-layer at the top of the sock.
The One-Layer replaces the double-thickness
hem that caused extra pressure and could
result in discomfort behind the knee.
Compressport further innovates by offering you
the SmartSocks.
The SmartSocks are a version woven in natural
merino wool and silk fibres.
The SmartSocks design is ideal to continue
recovery while wearing a suit.
Better venous return, unique thermo-regulation,
exceptional comfort and 100% European
manufacturing.

MIKE AIGROZ
6th IRONMAN HAWAII 2011

Your Full Socks V2 are guaranteed against all
defects for two years.
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FullSocks V2 Compression

Performance during effort and intensive recovery

PROTECTION OF THE
ACHILLES TENDON
The cushioning e ect of the 3D.DOTS at
the rear of the sock protect the Achilles
tendon from friction and pressure.

GRIP3D.DOT
The 3D.DOTS are multidirectional ensuring
maximum grip in shoes thereby preventing
feet from slipping during fullon effort.

size (cm)

1S

1M

2M

2L

3M

3L

4M

4L

5M

5L

5XL

FOOT
SIZE (EU)

34-36

34-36

37-39

37-39

40-42

40-42

43-45

43-45

46-48

46-48

46-48

FOOT SIZE
(UK)

3-4

3-4

4,5-6,5

4,5-6,5

7-8

7-8

8,5-11

8,5-11

12-13,5

12-13,5

12-13,5

FOOT
SIZE (USA)

3,5-4,5

3,5-4,5

5-7

5-7

7,5-8,5

7,5-8,5

9-11,5

9-11,5

12,5-14

12,5-14

12,5-14

CALF SIZE
(CM)

23-29

30-36

30-36

37-43

30-36

37-43

30-36

37-43

30-36

37-43

44-50

WATEREXTRACTION
The 3D.DOTS retain little water (rain, hydration,
perspiration) and the space between them
facilitates its extraction so that feet stay drier.

“ERGOFORMABLE” TOE PIECE
The toe piece design covers the toes
without creasing, compressing or
smothering the foot. Toes are left free and
not squashed together.

ACUPRESSURE
“The massaging acupressure” is
designed to activate blood circulation
by multipoint massaging of the sole area.

ULTRAVENTILATION MESH
New mesh areas have been added
around the ankle, the top of the foot
and the toe box to give an even greater
feeling of lightness and comfort. These
ventilation zones make the socks more
breathable, by removing humidity and
moisture quicker. The foot will not
overheat and thus prevent blisters.

THERMOAERATION
Air enters the 3D.DOTS preventing
overheating of the sole of the foot during
effort.

TRAVELSOCK
As it simulates blood flow and
prevents fl uid accumulating in the
foot it is an ideal travel sock.

ULTRARESIST
In normal use FULLSOCKS are tear
proof.

1HEMLESSLAYER
Seamless and without elastic, the
upper part of the sock does not
compress the leg, thus relieving
the pressure in that area.

FULL SOCKS

ULTRACONFORT
Woven fibres renowned for their softness
and comfort.

ARCHSTIM
The new pyramidal shape of the Arch Support
makes it more ergonomic and e cient. While
keeping the same tension, the new ventilation
areas around the Archstim will make it more
breathable and comfortable.

product lines

ANTI-FATIGUE
The shock and vibration absorption on
muscles, veins and joints increases
resistance to effort.

RUNNING
R2 + FORQUAD efficiency +
optimisation of the position of the
knees when track, road or trail
running. FULLLEG is also the ideal
heat regulator between seasons.

CYCLING
More force, more resistance during
effort and outstanding during recovery,
fullleg by compressport is a must-have
for road and mountain bike cyclist.

RECOVERY
Accelerates venous return
preventing blood from stagnating
in calves,making your legs feel
ultra light.
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FULL SOCKS V2 Compression Colors

product lines
FULL SOCKS
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SMART SOCKS Merino wool, silk, smart design

PROTECTION ACHILLES TENDON
The cushioning effect of the 3D.DOTS at
the rear of the sock protect the Achilles
tendon from friction and pressure.

MERINOSILK
Natural fibers

GRIP3D.DOT
The 3D.DOTS are multidirectional and
ensure maximum grip in shoes thereby
preventing feet from slipping during
effort.

ARCHSTIM
Located in the arch of the foot, it also
provides for venous return and recovery.

SMART SOCKS

ACUPRESSURE
“The massaging acupressure” is
designed to activate blood circulation by
multipoint massaging of the sole area.

product lines

THERMOAERATION
Air enters the 3D.DOTS which prevents
the sole of the foot from overheating
during effort.

ANATOMICALLYCORRECT
Specially designed for right and left foot
in order to adhere to the anatomy of the
foot and maintain your performances.

ERGOFITTECHNOLOGY
The toe piece contours and covers the
toes without creasing, compressing or
smothering the foot.

TOTALWATEREXTRACY
The 3-D dots do not retain water (rain,
hydration, perspiration) and facilitate its
discharge. Feet stay dry.
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SMART SOCKS Colors

product lines

FULL SOCKS
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product lines

Performance
Shirt
Postural, ergonomic and
ultra-thermo-regulating
Designed in seamless micro-fibre, this shirt has
the particular feature of never deforming or
stretching itself. It gives you unique ergonomic
support during effort. Its postural 3D helps you
to keep a correct and straight position. The 3D
postural helps you to open your ribcage and get
better oxygenation.
Compressport further innovates with its
new OnOff Ventil’action fibre. The OnOff
Ventil’action is the first shirt featuring interactive
fibres.
The OnOff fibre automatically increases oxygenation during intense effort by opening its
thousands of alveoli. By closing its alveoli, the
OnOff Ventil’action fibre protects you from cold
and muscular oscillations during descent.
Your comfort is guaranteed. You will do climbs
and descents one after the other, with the feeling of being coached for higher performance.
Your Compressport Shirts are guaranteed
against all defects for two years.
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TRI SHIRT

Postural, ergonomic, anti-irritation

VENTILATIONZONE
The targeted positioning of the mesh
structures on the shoulders evacuate body
heat and sweat meaning you stay dry
regardless of the outside temperature and
the intensity and duration of the effort.

BACK VIEW

largest
part

Height

XS

81-88

32-34

S

88-95

34-37

M

95-103

37-40

L

103-112

40-44

XL

112-121

44-48

size
(cm)

HYDROPHOBIC
The water-repellent fibre wicks
moisture away and evacuates sweat
without absorbing it, even when
excessive. No more uncomfortable
heavy, damp clothing that irritates and
doesn’t dry.

V-POCKET
These deep pockets are designed to
store gels, keys and even a telephone,
and will stop objects from moving around.
They also enable very easy access even
when tired.

ERGOFIT
The body of your ProRacing TRIATHLON
SHIRT is knitted to fit every curve of your
body perfectly, maximising its efficiency and
comfort (no chafing).

BACTERIOSTATIC
100% hygienic. This treatment helps to
prevent the growth of bacteria and naturally
fights odours. It ensures a feeling of
freshness all day long.

THERMOREGULATION
The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing
maximum breathability for your skin.
The activation of microcirculation assists
and supports the skin’s thermo-regulating
mechanism, therefore allowing you to
save energy.

shirt

SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre
body of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100%
seamless, lightweight and very soft.

ULTRALIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is seamless,
lightweight (0,9 grams/cm3) and very soft.
During effort, it will feel like you are
wearing nothing. You will be lighter and
faster!

product lines

MASSAGING-EFFECTFIBRE
Each movement triggers a micro massage
providing a sensation of lightness and
well-being. Patented fibre.

V-NECKCOLLAR
No more chafing and rubbing in sensitive
areas. Its V-neck fits all sizes thereby
preventing any discomfort around the neck.

POSTUREALIGNMENT
LIGHTCOMPRESSION
This light compression area is directly
woven into the fabric to: - Ensure you
have correct body-positioning during long
lasting effort - Ensure your shoulders stay
aligned. And thereby boost breathing and
improve oxygenation during effort as well
as after to enhance your recovery.
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TRI SHIRT Colors

product lines
shirt
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TRAIL RUNNING SHIRT D-Stress zone, postural, ergonomic
HEMLESS
The sleeves are light and flexible to allow
a great freedom of movement. The lack
of hems and stretch knits avoids the sensation of tension, pressure or tightness.
While the volume of the biceps increases
due to effort, the sleeve follows the ergonomics of the body perfectly without
MASSAGING-EFFECTFIBRE
putting pressure or compressing muscle
Each movement triggers a micro massage regardless of the athlete’s morphology.
providing a sensation of lightness and
well-being. Patented fibre.

shirt

3D GRIP SILICON PRINT
The silicon print on the shoulders stop any
backpack movement when running; absorb
any shocks from the backpack on the shoulder
to prevent any muscle tensions and fatigue.

ULTRAVENTILATIONMESH
The layout of mesh fibres over the
shoulders, enables perfect evacuation
of body heat and moisture, allowing
you to remain dry whatever the external
temperature and the duration of the effort.

product lines

D-STRESSZONE
The neck of the Trail Running Shirt is slightly
raised and elastic free for maximum protection
and comfort for the neck area

THERMOREGULATION
SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100% seamless,
lightweight and very soft.

SHOCKABSORBER MICROMASSAGE
The specific silicone allows for perfect
adaptation to the morphology of the body,
absorption of impact and micro-muscular
massage to increase comfort and muscle
revitalization.

size
(cm)

largest
part

ULTRALIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is seamless,
lightweight (0,9 grams/cm3) and very soft.
During effort, it will feel like you are wearing
nothing. You will be lighter and faster!

ERGOSHAPE +5 CM
The back of the shirt is 5 cm longer
so that your back is always protected
regardless of the position you are in.

VENTILATIONZONE
The targeted positioning of the mesh
structures on the shoulders evacuate body
heat and sweat meaning you stay dry
regardless of the outside temperature and
the intensity and duration of the effort.

ERGOFIT
The body of your ProRacing TRIATHLON
SHIRT is knitted to fit every curve of your
body perfectly, maximising its efficiency and
comfort (no chafing).

HYDROPHOBIC
The water-repellent fibre wicks moisture
away and evacuates sweat without
absorbing it, even when excessive.

BACTERIOSTATIC
100% hygienic. This treatment helps to
prevent the growth of bacteria and naturally
fights odours. It ensures a feeling of
freshness all day long.

Height

XS

81-88

S

88-95

34-37

M

95-103

37-40

L

103-112

40-44

XL

112-121

44-48

32-34

The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing
maximum breathability for your skin.
The activation of microcirculation assists
and supports the skin’s thermo-regulating
mechanism, therefore allowing you to
save energy.

ZIP PROTECTION/ZIP AUTOBLOCK
The front zip offers extra freedom of
movement and breathability in high
intensity effort. Its autoblocking system
prevents chafing and holds the zip in place.

POSTUREALIGNMENT
LIGHTCOMPRESSION
This area ensure you have correct bodypositioning during long lasting effort,
ensure your shoulders stay aligned and
thereby boost breathing and improve
oxygenation during effort as well as after
to enhance your recovery.
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TRAIL RUNNING SHIRT Colors Short Sleeve

TRAIL RUNNING SHIRT Colors Tank

product lines
shirt
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RAFA ARIÑO

ON/OFF SHIRT The first interactive ventilation/protection fibre.

SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre
body of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100%
seamless, lightweight and very soft.

SPINCONTROL
“Spin-control” helps you to reinforce
your posture during effort for perfect
maintenance.

ONVENTILATION
During intense effort, over 42,000
alveoli open up to offer you maximum
ventilation and oxygenation. You push
the limits of your performance.

The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing
maximum breathability for your skin.
The activation of microcirculation assists
and supports the skin’s thermo-regulating
mechanism, therefore allowing you to
save energy.

shirt

ULTRALIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is seamless,
lightweight (0,9 grams/cm3) and very soft.
During effort, it will feel like you are wearing
nothing. You will be lighter and faster!

THERMOREGULATION

product lines

VENTILATIONZONE
The targeted positioning of the mesh
structures on the shoulders evacuate body
heat and sweat meaning you stay dry
regardless of the outside temperature and
the intensity and duration of the effort.

HYDROPHOBIC
The water-repellent fibre wicks moisture
away and evacuates sweat without
absorbing it, even when excessive.

BACTERIOSTATIC
100% hygienic. This treatment helps to
prevent the growth of bacteria and naturally
fights odours. It ensures a feeling of
freshness all day long.

3D PATCH SHOCK ABSORBER
Specifically located on the round arm
muscles for shock absorption.

OFFPROTECTION
During the descent phase, the OnOff
Ventil’action alveoli in your shirt close
up, offering you double protection.
Protection from the elements and
from muscular oscillation.
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ON/OFF SHIRT LONG SLEEVE

ON/OFF SHIRT SHORT SLEEVE

product lines
shirt
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ON/OFF SHIRT TANK

product lines
shirt
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product lines

Performance
Short
High performance shorts!
Your Compressport shorts are truly a
concentration of technologies.
Designed from medical technologies and
know-how and adapted to athletes’ needs,
your Compressport shorts are unique on
the market.
Multi-graduated adjustable medical
compression, fine fibres, unique thermoregulation, exceptional comfort, completely
seamless, virtually indestructible – all this
in only 99 grams.
No other technology besides Compressport
can offer such efficiency in a pair of shorts.
Shock absorption, energy redistribution,
increased oxygenation of muscle fibres all
give your legs higher performance.
Once you try it, you will never go back.
Your Compressport shorts are guaranteed
2 years against any defect.
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TRIATHLON SHORT

ERGONOMICPOCKET
This clever opening doubles up as a
pocket for gels, energy bars and even your
smart phone! The convenient ergonomic
design is great for cycling and running,
avoiding unnecessary movement when
reaching for your nutrition, even in TT
position.

FLATLOCKSEAM
Comfortable (while limiting the
“swinging” effect for men), the crotch
part ensures must-have and muchappreciated freedom of movement

size
(cm)

top of
quad

base of
quad

T1

47-57

33-39

T2

52-62

36-42

T3

57-67

39-45

T4

62-72

42-46

ERGOFIT
The body of your ProRacing TRIATHLON
SHORT is knitted to fit every curve of your
body perfectly, maximising its efficiency and
comfort (no chafing).

SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre
body of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100%
seamless, lightweight and very soft.

THERMOREGULATION

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction
in lactic acid during effort.

The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing
maximum breathability for your skin.
The activation of microcirculation assists
and supports the skin’s thermo-regulating
mechanism, therefore allowing you to
save energy.

HYDROPHOBE
Thanks to its water-repellent treatment,
it doesn’t retain water and keeps you
dry even coming out of the water.

ULTRALIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is seamless,
lightweight and very soft. During effort, it will
feel like you are wearing nothing. You will be
lighter and faster!

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

short

VENTILATIONZONE
The targeted positioning of the mesh
structures on the shoulders evacuate body
heat and sweat meaning you stay dry
regardless of the outside temperature and
the intensity and duration of the effort.

MASSAGING-EFFECTFIBRE
Each movement triggers a micro
massage providing a sensation of
lightness and well-being. Patented fibre.

product lines

COMPRESSION
The COMPRESSPORT fibre is exclusively
woven on medical compression machines
allowing for millimetre-precision compression
graduation in targeted muscle areas. It enables the activation of blood flow, elimination
of toxins, good knee alignment, shock absorption and reduces muscle vibrations.

TRIATHLONPAD
Inside, the ultra-thin Triathlon pad
(exclusive COMPRESSPORT design)
absorbs shocks when cycling and running.

GRIPBIKE
The very fine external silicone
printing ensures optimum bike saddle
adherence.

LOWCUT ANTIABDOMINALSTRESS
Maximise the efficiency and comfort of
abdomen area.

POSTUREALIGNMENT
LIGHTCOMPRESSION
This light compression area is directly
woven into the fabric to: - Ensure you
have correct body-positioning during long
lasting effort - Ensure your shoulders stay
aligned. And thereby boost breathing and
improve oxygenation during effort as well
as after to enhance your recovery.
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TRIATHLON SHORT Colors

product lines
shOrt
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TRAIL RUNNING SHORT

BE LT

3D GRIP SILICON PRINT
The silicon print on the shoulders stop any
backpack movement when running; absorb
any shocks from the backpack on the shoulder to prevent any muscle tensions and
fatigue.

FLATLOCKSEAM
Comfortable (while limiting the
“swinging” effect for men), the crotch
part ensures must-have and muchappreciated freedom of movement

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens
the “shock wave” effect on muscles,
veins and joints.

ERGOFIT
The body of your ProRacing TRIATHLON
SHIRT is knitted to fit every curve of your
body perfectly, maximising its efficiency and
comfort (no chafing).
size
(cm)

top of
quad

base of
quad

T1

47-57

33-39

T2

52-62

36-42

T3

57-67

39-45

T4

62-72

42-46

MASSAGING-EFFECTFIBRE
Each movement triggers a micro massage
providing a sensation of lightness and
well-being. Patented fibre.

HYDROPHOBIC
The water-repellent fibre wicks moisture
away and evacuates sweat without
absorbing it, even when excessive.

POWER CLIMB
The silicone printing on the quads area
was specifically developed to provide
maximum grip for your hands while power
climbing up trails, hills & steep slopes.

REFLECTIVE LOGO
The reflective logos enable you to train
at night and in low light areas making you
visible to dangers of other runners & traffic.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction
in lactic acid during effort.

COMPRESSION
The COMPRESSPORT fibre is exclusively
woven on medical compression machines
allowing for millimetre-precision compression
graduation in targeted muscle areas. It enables the activation of blood flow, elimination
of toxins, good knee alignment, shock absorption and reduces muscle vibrations.

short

ANTIBACTERIAL
100% hygienic. The SANITIZED®
treatment helps to prevent the growth of
bacteria and naturally fights odours.

THERMOREGULATION
The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing
maximum breathability for your skin.
The activation of microcirculation assists
and supports the skin’s thermo-regulating
mechanism, therefore allowing you to
save energy.

product lines

ABS
FORCE

ULTRALIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is seamless,
lightweight (0,9 grams/cm3) and very soft.
During effort, it will feel like you are wearing
nothing. You will be lighter and faster!

ERGONOMICPOCKET
This clever opening doubles up as a pocket
for gels, energy bars and even your smart
phone! The convenient ergonomic design
is great for cycling and running, avoiding
unnecessary movement when reaching for
your nutrition, even in TT position.
ABS
FORCE

SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre
body of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100%
seamless, lightweight and very soft.

BE LT

ABS FORCE BELT
Maximum support of the abdominal
muscles while providing great comfort
by absorbing shocks in the lower back
fatigue areas.
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product lines

RAFA ARIÑO

shOrt
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UW SHORT PERFORMANCE LINE

ANTIBACTERIAL
100% hygienic. The SANITIZED®
treatment helps to prevent the growth of
bacteria and naturally fights odours.

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

ERGOFIT
The body of your ProRacing TRIATHLON
SHIRT is knitted to fit every curve of your
body perfectly, maximising its efficiency and
comfort (no chafing).

top of
quad

base of
quad

T1

47-57

33-39

T2

52-62

36-42

T3

57-67

39-45

T4

62-72

42-46

size
(cm)

MASSAGING-EFFECTFIBRE
Each movement triggers a micro massage
providing a sensation of lightness and
well-being. Patented fibre.

ULTRALIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is seamless,
lightweight (0,9 grams/cm3) and very soft.
During effort, it will feel like you are
wearing nothing. You will be lighter and
faster!

HYDROPHOBIC
The water-repellent fibre wicks moisture
away and evacuates sweat without
absorbing it, even when excessive. No
more uncomfortable heavy, damp
clothing that irritates and doesn’t dry.

NATURAL FIBRE - BENEFIT
The Push Up Zone is a mesh fabric
made from 100% pure natural fibres.
The cashmere is thermo-regulatory, and
thanks to its antifungal and antibacterial
properties the copper prevents odours
and irritation of the mucous membranes.
The silky soft wood pulp is highly
absorbent and breathable.

JACQUARD ELASTIC BAND
UNDERWEAR SPECIFIC BENEFIT
The waistband is designed for maximum
comfort, whether activity is long and
intensive or less strenuous.

COMPRESSION
The COMPRESSPORT fibre is exclusively
woven on medical compression machines
allowing for millimetre-precision compression
graduation in targeted muscle areas. It enables the activation of blood flow, elimination
of toxins, good knee alignment, shock absorption and reduces muscle vibrations.

short

FLAT-LOCKSEAMS
Assembled with the latest generation flat
lock seams.Solid and discreet, they avoid
any chafing.

THERMOREGULATION
The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing
maximum breathability for your skin.
The activation of microcirculation assists
and supports the skin’s thermo-regulating
mechanism, therefore allowing you to
save energy.

product lines

3D GRIP SILICON PRINT
Stop any backpack movement when running; absorb any shocks from the backpack
on the shoulder to prevent any muscle tensions and fatigue.

PUSH UP ZONE
The Push Up Zone’s special design
provides exceptional support to the groin
area while offering maximum freedom of
movement, allowing for great comfort.

SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre
body of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100%
seamless, lightweight and very soft.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction
in lactic acid during effort.
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product lines
short
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UW TRAIL RUNNINGSHORT PERFORMANCE LINE

ANTIBACTERIAL
100% hygienic. The SANITIZED®
treatment helps to prevent the growth of
bacteria and naturally fights odours.

SHOCKABSORBER
The 360° compression dampens the
“shock wave” effect on muscles, veins
and joints.

ERGOFIT
The body of your ProRacing TRIATHLON
SHIRT is knitted to fit every curve of your
body perfectly, maximising its efficiency and
comfort (no chafing).

top of
quad

base of
quad

T1

47-57

33-39

T2

52-62

36-42

T3

57-67

39-45

T4

62-72

42-46

size
(cm)

MASSAGING-EFFECTFIBRE
Each movement triggers a micro massage
providing a sensation of lightness and
well-being. Patented fibre.

HYDROPHOBIC
The water-repellent fibre wicks moisture
away and evacuates sweat without
absorbing it, even when excessive. No
more uncomfortable heavy, damp
clothing that irritates and doesn’t dry.

POWER CLIMB
The silicone printing on the quads area
was specifically developed to provide
maximum grip for your hands while power
climbing up trails, hills & steep slopes.

REFLECTIVE LOGO
The reflective logos enable you to train
at night and in low light areas making you
visible to dangers of other runners & traffic.

DTOX
Studies show a significant reduction
in lactic acid during effort.

SEAMLESS
For optimum comfort, the microfibre
body of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is 100%
seamless, lightweight and very soft.

PUSH UP ZONE
The Push Up Zone’s special design
provides exceptional support to the groin
area while offering maximum freedom of
movement, allowing for great comfort.

NATURAL FIBRE - BENEFIT
The Push Up Zone is a mesh fabric
made from 100% pure natural fibres.
The cashmere is thermo-regulatory, and
thanks to its antifungal and antibacterial
properties the copper prevents odours
and irritation of the mucous membranes.
The silky soft wood pulp is highly
absorbent and breathable.

short

FLAT-LOCKSEAMS
Assembled with the latest generation flat
lock seams.Solid and discreet, they avoid
any chafing.

THERMOREGULATION
The special knitting protects you from the
cold and windchill whilst still providing
maximum breathability for your skin.
The activation of microcirculation assists
and supports the skin’s thermo-regulating
mechanism, therefore allowing you to
save energy.

product lines

3D GRIP SILICON PRINT
Stop any backpack movement when running; absorb any shocks from the backpack
on the shoulder to prevent any muscle tensions and fatigue.

ULTRALIGHT
For optimum comfort, the microfibre body
of the TRIATHLON SHIRT is seamless,
lightweight (0,9 grams/cm3) and very soft.
During effort, it will feel like you are wearing
nothing. You will be lighter and faster!

COMPRESSION
The COMPRESSPORT fibre is exclusively
woven on medical compression machines
allowing for millimetre-precision compression
graduation in targeted muscle areas. It enables the activation of blood flow, elimination
of toxins, good knee alignment, shock absorption and reduces muscle vibrations.

JACQUARD ELASTIC BAND
UNDERWEAR SPECIFIC BENEFIT
The waistband is designed for maximum
comfort, whether activity is long and
intensive or less strenuous.
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UW TRAIL RUNNING SHORT COLORS

product lines
short

Olivier Marceau
ITU Triathlon World Champion 2000
3rd Ironman Nice 2010
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product lines

Performance
Accessories
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WRIST BAND PERFORMANCE LINE

ACCESSORIES

AEROKNITTING
The inside part of your armsleeve
has a specific, more aerated woven
structure to allow air to circulate freely,
to ensure maximum ventilation and to
wick moisture away instantly.

MORPHOFIT
100% seamless, your
Proracing Armsleeves are knitted to
fit every curve of your arms perfectly,
maximising their efficiency and comfort
(no chafing).

product lines

3D.SWEATDOTS
As true moisture absorbers, they allow
sweat to dry instantly and you can
swipe the perspiration of your face
with the back of the hand. The Dots do
not retain water and the air that flows
between them allows ultra fast drying!

ANTIBACTERIAL
100% hygienic. The SANITIZED®
treatment helps to prevent the growth
of bacteria and naturally fights odours.
It ensures a feeling of freshness
all day long.
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WRISTBAND PERFORMANCE LINE

product lines
ACCESSORIES
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VISOR PERFORMANCE LINE COLORS

product lines
ACCESSORIES
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CHIPBANDS PERFORMANCE LINE COLORS

product lines
ACCESSORIES
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SWIM CAPS PERFORMANCE LINE COLORS

product lines
ACCESSORIES
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RACEBELT PERFORMANCE LINE COLORS

product lines
ACCESSORIES
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UMBRELLA PERFORMANCE LINE COLORS

product lines
ACCESSORIES
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Custom
Club
Our European manufacturing helps
provide shorter timeframes to help out
with your projects quickly.

product
CUSTOM CLUB
lines

Compressport offers all its technological expertise for your sporting event,
club or shop.

Compressport offers this service for all
ProracingSocks, ArmSleeve, shorts and
shirt lines, but also for accessories such
as visors, wristbands, etc.
You will work directly with our designers to create your product.
Big brands and sporting events have all
associated their image with Compressport.
We always enjoy sharing this expertise.
We guarantee the manufacture of 1 to
10,000 products with the same quality.
All products are guaranteed 2 years
against any defect
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CALVES CUSTOM

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET,
CONSECTEUER ADISCIPLING

TO MIAMI TRIATHLON

MAIN TITLE

Skokkhópur

product
CUSTOM CLUB
lines

NEW YORK
ROAD RUNNERS

PRO RACING SOCKS CUSTOM

COMPRE

COMPRE
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SHIRT/SHORT CUSTOM

ARMSLEEVES/WRISTBAND CUSTOM
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product
CUSTOM CLUB
lines
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VISOR CUSTOM

MA
NA
PA
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signatures

Performance
Signature
Compressport is launching the “Fan”
line, in the colors of our greatest champions and our best races.
For the “Fan” line, Compressport has
developed products that are… even
more extreme.
Extreme in the quality of fibres we use…
Extreme in the details that make them
unique.

If you like these great champions,
Compressport is honoring them by
offering you their exclusive models.
The Marathon des Sables is one of these
unique races that every ultra-trail runner
dreams of doing one day. Compressport
is honored to be the official partner for
all its compression products.

This line was specially developed to help
athletes to deal with intense heat and
chafing issues.
We hope that you’ll appreciate these
products, because we sure loved
making them.
All our products are guaranteed
2 years against any defect.
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FREDERIK VAN LIERDE

CRAIG ALEXANDER “CROWIE”

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

2013

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

FRED VAN LIERDE

FRED VAN LIERDE

COMPRESSPORT

FRED VAN LIERDE

OPMRPERSESSPSOPROTRT
COCM

OPMRPERSESSPSOPROTRT
COCM

OPMRPERSESSPSOPROTRT
COCM

OPMRPERSESSPSOPROTRT
COCM

FRFERDEV
DAVNAL
NIELRIEDREDE

FRFERDEV
DAVNAL
NIELRIEDREDE

FRFERDEV
DAVNALNIELRIEDREDE

FRFERDEV
DAVNALNIELRIEDREDE

FRED VAN LIERDE

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

FRED VAN LIERDE

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

FRED VAN LIERDE

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

FRED VAN LIERDE

2013

COMPRESSPORT

COMPRESSPORT

FRED VAN LIERDE

FRED VAN LIERDE

FRED VAN LIERDE

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

FRED VAN LIERDE

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

COMPRESSPORT

FRED VAN LIERDE

FRED VAN LIERDE

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

FRED VAN LIERDE

2013

IRONMAN
WORLD CHAMPION

RESSCPOOMRPTRESSPOR
CTOMPRESSCPOOMRPTRESSPORT
TOMPRESSCPOOMRPTRESSPORTCOMP
COMPRESSCPOOMRPTRESSPORC

F
FR
FRED VAN FLRIEERDDV
EAN LIERFDREED VAN FLRIEERDDVEAN LIERDE
EAN LIERD
EAN LIERDERED VAN FLRIEERDDV
E ED VAN FLRIEERDDV
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RAELERT BROTHERS
SIGNATURE

MARATHON DES SABLES
SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

173

SEBASTIEN CHAIGNEAU

CAROLINE STEFFEN

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE
SEB.
CHAIGNEAU
LIMITED EDITION

SIGNATURE

W

UNDERWEARCOMPRESSIONPERFORMANCE

TAKEPLEASURE

SEBASTIEN

& KEEPHUMBLE

CHAIGNEAU

W

UNDERWEARCOMPRESSIONPERFORMANCE

TAKEPLEASURE

SEBASTIEN

& KEEPHUMBLE

CHAIGNEAU
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More than 8 scientific
Compressport Studies

RISK OF INJURIES WITH O WITHOUT
ELASTIC COMPRESSION
DURING TRAINNING SESSION AND FOLLOWING
RECOVERY PERIODS
PASSIVE RECOVERY
FULL LEG APPLICATION

24,5 / 100
18 / 100

NUMBER OF INJURIES FOR 100 SUBJECTS

HAEMODYNAMIC
Arterial inflow

Superficial blood flow

Microcirculation

Deep venous blood flow

Oxygen supply

Muscle pump and vascular
function during exercise

Tissue oxygenation

Venous blood return
to the heart

Stroke volume

Toxines elimination

statics

Diameter of superficial vein

Stroke volume
Lymphatic outflow/function
Muscle swelling & oedema
Pain
Muscle damage marker
Risk of injuries
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Born in
Switzerland
Compressport was born in Switzerland, a country that favors sport
and innovation.

Switzerland also has a strong
work culture, where simple, efficient technology helps us create
our products. Nothing frilly – just
efficiency.
Since 2013, Compressport has
been working in its research and
development laboratory in the

Everything is available to create excellence: the skills, the latest textile
methods, the most sophisticated
measuring tools.
2014 is the year we’ve rolled out
our ProRacing R2, 100% Swissmade.

Compressport is honored to manufacture all its products in Europe.
Italy, Portugal, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Switzerland are all brimming with exceptional expertise in
the manufacture of medical compression products and sportswear.
Manufacturing in Europe means
guaranteeing top-level quality. Our
need to be in contact with factories
and engineers and to share our
vision wouldn’t be possible with
production sites 20,000 km away.
It would be even less possible if
we manufactured in a region of the
world where a medical fabric-making culture doesn’t exist.
We also make sure that in each
Compressport garment, all the
fibres and dyes used also come
from Europe.

Traceability is paramount to be able
to offer a high-quality product that
is systematically made to the same
strict standard.
Traceability of fibres and dies as
well as assembly must be monitored and certified by the Oekotex
label.
It is because of this context of strict
standards that Compressport can
guarantee its products 2 years
against any defect.

QUALITY CONTROL

It’s a fantastic place where sports
such as trail running, triathlon,
biking, cross-country and downhill
skiing can be found right outside
your doorstep.

Zurich area. At the heart of a cozy
valley where for more than 130
years, the greatest specialists of
medical compression have worked,
Compressport has also developed
its new products.

100% Made
in Europe

OEKO-TEX
CERTIFIED
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Compressport guarantees all its products with
its 2-year international warrantee.

In any country where the Compressport brand is officially distributed,
Compressport offers a 30-day satisfaction guarantee.

To apply this warrantee, you’ll just need to sign into our website and fill in the form,
which will then give you a personal ID number.

This guarantee lets you try our products, no matter what it may be, for 30 days in real
usage conditions. Train normally and take part in races for 30 days. If for any reason
you’re not completely satisfied, you can request a full refund for your product.

This warrantee promises that if for whatever reason, a defect is observed in your
product, you’ll only need to go back to your retailer, present your proof of purchase
or your certificate of warrantee and you’ll get a replacement with a new product.

You won’t be asked any questions about why you’ve chosen to be refunded.

This warrantee is valid in any country where the Compressport
brand is officially distributed.

This is the commitment we’ve made and the responsibility we’ll assume if you’re not
completely satisfied.

QUALITY CONTROL

If you’ve lost your proof of purchase or if you don’t have a certificate of warrantee,
you can contact us directly at contact@compressport.com. We’ll assess your case
and make every attempt to replace your product.

Why do we have such a guarantee? Compressport is a young brand that knows the
performance its products offer. Our goal is to showcase our brand to all athletes. We
can only prove this with the 30-day satisfaction guarantee, so you’ll risk nothing by
purchasing Compressport performance clothing.
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Your Official
Partnership
COMPRESSPORT AS OFFICIAL
PARTNER OF YOUR RACE
Compressport is the official compression
supplier for more than 100 races around the
World. We do our best to help and support
the biggest and most popular races but also
the most confidential ones...Mighty oaks from
little acorns grow,
If you are a race organiser, please do not
hesitate to contact us for a potential partnership.

partnership
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